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Abstract
This paper is about using prosody to automatically detect one
aspect of a speaker’s internal state: their level of certainty.
While past work on classifying level of certainty used the perceived level of certainty as the value to predict, we find that this
quantity often differs from a speaker’s actual level of certainty
as gauged by self-reports. In this work we build models to predict a speaker’s self-reported level of certainty using prosodic
features. Our data is a corpus of single-sentence utterances that
are annotated with (1) whether the statement is correct or incorrect, (2) the perceived level of certainty, and (3) the self-reported
level of certainty. Knowing the self-reported level of certainty,
in conjunction with the perceived level of certainty, allows us
to assess what we will refer to as the speaker’s transparency.
Knowing the self-reported level of certainty, in conjunction with
the correctness of the answer, allows us to assess what we will
refer to as self-awareness. Our models, trained on prosodic features, correctly classify the self-reported level of certainty 75%
of the time. Intelligent systems can use this information to make
inferences about the user’s internal state, for example whether
the user of a system has a misconception, makes a lucky guess,
or needs encouragement.

1. Introduction
In natural conversation, prosody often conveys information
about a speaker’s internal state [1, 2, 3] or about their social intention [4]. Recent work has investigated how dialogue systems
can appropriately respond to a speaker based on their prosody,
e.g., by altering the content of system responses [5] or by altering the emotional coloring of system responses [6]. Still,
enabling such systems to detect and attend to prosodic cues is
a difficult task. This problem is challenging because speakers
vary in the degree to which they use prosody to convey their
internal state or intentions. As a result, there can be a mismatch
between how a speaker feels and how they are perceived to be
feeling [4]. In this paper we focus on the domain of level of certainty: we examine the prosodic characteristics of speech with
respect to whether a speaker’s self-reported level of certainty
matches how certain he or she is perceived to be.
Previous work on level of certainty classification has focused on classifying an utterance’s perceived level of certainty,
achieving classification accuracies of up to 76% [7, 8]. However, in applications where level of certainty information is useful, such as spoken tutoring systems [5] and second language
learning systems [9], we would like to know how certain the
speaker actually is, not just how certain they are perceived to
be. This knowledge affects the inferences such systems can
make about the speaker’s internal state, for example whether
the speaker has a misconception, makes a lucky guess, or might

benefit from some encouragement.
In this work we define two new categories of classification pertaining to level of certainty: transparency and selfawareness. We consider a speaker to be transparent if their
self-reported level of certainty matches how certain a set of listeners perceive them to be. We consider a speaker to be selfaware if their self-reported level of certainty is in accordance
with the correctness of their response. That is, feeling certain
when correct and feeling uncertain when incorrect are considered self-aware.
Our approach is to build machine learning models that use
prosodic features to distinguish transparent speakers from nontransparent speakers and self-aware speakers from non-selfaware speakers. For this experiment, we consider the situation
where the speaker’s perceived level of certainty and whether
or not their statement was correct are known quantities. Our
training data comes from a corpus containing speech of varying
levels of certainty; this corpus is described in Section 3. Using a
set of standard prosodic features, our models correctly classify
the user’s internal state 75% of the time.

2. Self-awareness and Transparency
With knowledge of a speaker’s internal level of certainty, we can
assess the speaker’s self-awareness and transparency for each
utterance.
The concept of self-awareness applies to utterances whose
correctness can be determined. We consider a speaker to be
self-aware if they feel certain when correct and feel uncertain
when incorrect. The four possible combinations of correctness
vs. internal level of certainty are illustrated in Fig 1. For educational applications, systems that can assess self-awareness can
assess whether or not the user is at a learning impasse [5]. We
claim that the most serious learning impasses correspond to the
cases where a speaker is not self-aware. If a speaker feels certain and is incorrect, then it is likely that they have some kind
of misconception. If a speaker feels uncertain and is correct,
they either lack confidence or made a lucky guess. A follow-up
question could be asked by the system to determine whether or
not the user made a lucky guess. In our corpus, speakers were
self-aware in 72.5% of the utterances.
The concept of speaker transparency is independent of an
utterance’s correctness. We consider a speaker to be transparent
if they are perceived as certain when they feel certain and are
perceived as uncertain when they feel uncertain. The four possible combinations of perceived vs. internal level of certainty
are illustrated in Fig 2. If a system uses perceived level of certainty to determine what kind of feedback to give the user, then
it will give inappropriate feedback to users who are not transparent. In our corpus, speakers were transparent in 63.6% of
the utterances. We observed that some speakers acted like ra-
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Table 1: Examples of a transportation item and a vocabulary
item used in eliciting speech of varying levels of certainty.

on the certain side (with a mean rating of 3.5). This is illustrated in Figure 3. This observation motivated our current examination of the dimensions of speaker transparency and speaker
self-awareness.
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Figure 2: Transparency: we consider a speaker to be transparent if the speaker’s internal level of certainty reflects his or her
utterance’s perceived level of certainty.
Figure 3: Histograms illustrating the distribution of selfreported and perceived levels of certainty in our corpus.

3. Uncertainty Corpus
In previous work we collected a corpus of utterances spoken
under varying levels of certainty [10]. We elicited the utterances from adult native English speakers in the following way.
First, we present the speaker with a written sentence containing one or more gaps, then we display multiple options for filling in the gaps and instruct the speakers to read the sentence
aloud with the gaps filled in according to domain-specific criteria. We elicited utterances in two domains: (1) answering
questions about using public transportation in Boston, and (2)
choosing vocabulary words to complete a sentence. An example
from each domain is shown in Table 1.
The corpus contains 600 utterances from 20 speakers. Crucially, speakers rated their own level of certainty on a 5-point
scale (1 = very uncertain, 5 = very certain). Each utterance was
also annotated for perceived level of certainty on the same 5point scale by five human judges who listened to the utterances
out of context. The average inter-annotator agreement (Kappa
statistic) was 0.45, which is on par with past work in emotion
detection [2, 7]. We refer to the average of the five annotators’
ratings as the ‘perceived level of certainty’.
We found that the distribution of self-ratings is heavily concentrated on the uncertain side (with a mean rating of 2.6),
whereas the annotators’ ratings are more heavily concentrated

4. Method
4.1. Data Preparation
For our classification experiments, we treat self rating, perceived rating, and correctness as binary features. For both self
rating and perceived rating, we map values less than 3 to ‘uncertain’ and values greater than or equal to 3 to ‘certain’. To
compute correctness, we code each multiple choice answer or
answer-tuple as ‘incorrect’ or ‘correct’. Based on the nature of
the corpus, some questions had more than one correct answer
and a few had no correct answers.
4.2. Prosodic features
Table 2 lists the 20 prosodic features that we extract from each
utterance using WaveSurfer1 and Praat2 . These feature-types
are comparable to those used in past level-of-certainty prediction experiments [7] [8]. The pitch and intensity features are
represented as z-scores normalized by speaker3 ; the temporal
1 http://www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer/
2 http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
3 When computing the absolute slope (semitones) feature, we converted to semitones before normalizing by speaker.

features are not normalized. The f0 contour is extracted using
WaveSurfer’s ESPS method. We use the ratio of voiced frames
to total frames as an approximation of the speaking rate.
Pitch

min f0
max f0
mean f0
stdev f0
range f0

relative position min f0
relative position max f0
absolute slope (Hz)
absolute slope (Semi)

Intensity

min RMS
max RMS
mean RMS

relative position min RMS
relative position max RMS
stdev RMS

Temporal

total silence
total duration
speaking rate

percent silence
speaking duration

Table 2: Prosodic features extracted from each utterance.
4.3. Classification Models
We build models for classifying a speaker’s self-reported level
of certainty in the following way. First, we divide the data into
four subsets (see Figure 4) corresponding to the correctness of
the answer and the perceived level of certainty, which for this
experiment we treat as known, binary variables. Note that these
four subsets do not correspond to the categories in Figures 1
and 2. After classifying the self-reported level of certainty for
the instances in each subset, correspondences could be drawn.
Next, using the Weka4 toolkit, we train C4.5 decision tree models for each subset using as attributes the twenty prosodic features listed in Table 2.
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Figure 4: We divide the utterances into four subsets and train a
separate classifier for each subset.

leave one speaker out of each fold. Because not all speakers
have utterances in every subset, k ranges from 18 to 20. We
also train support vector machine models for each subset, as a
comparison.

5. Results
We first report the results of our decision tree models on subsets A (utterances that are incorrect and perceived as certain)
and B (utterances that are correct and perceived as uncertain).5
The accuracies we report are the averages of the k-fold crossvalidation. For subset A, the accuracy in classifying the selfreported level of certainty is 68.99%; for subset B, the accuracy
is 69.01%. For both subsets, the decision trees perform better
than choosing the majority class for that subset. For subset A,
choosing the majority class (self-report = Uncertain) would result in an accuracy of 65.19%. For subset B, choosing the majority class (self-report = Certain) would result in an accuracy
of 53.52%. The decision trees also perform better than choosing the overall majority class before dividing the utterances into
subsets (self-report = Uncertain), which would result in an accuracy of 52.30%. These results are summarized in Figure 5
(The horizontal line in Figure 5 represents the baseline accuracy achieved by choosing the overall majority class.)
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In subset A0 , the distribution of self-reported levels of certainty is skewed: 84% of the utterances in subset A0 are selfreported as uncertain. This imbalance is intuitive; someone
who is incorrect and perceived as uncertain most likely feels
uncertain too. Likewise, in subset B 0 , the distribution of selfreported levels of certainty is skewed in the other direction:
76% of the utterances in this subset are self-reported as certain.
This too is intuitive; someone who is correct and perceived as
certain most likely feels certain as well. Therefore, we hypothesize that for subsets A0 and B 0 , classification models trained
on prosodic features will do no better than choosing the subsetspecific majority class.
Subsets A and B are the more interesting cases; they are
the subsets where the perceived level of certainty is not aligned
with the correctness. The self-reported levels of certainty for
these subsets are less skewed: 65% uncertain for subset A and
54% certain for subset B. We hypothesize that for subsets A
and B, decision tree models trained on prosodic features will be
more accurate than selecting the subset-specific majority class.
For each subset, we perform a k-fold cross-validation where we
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ing the subset-specific majority class (Uncertain for subset A;
Certain for subset B), as well as better than choosing the overall
majority class (Uncertain) which is represented by the horizontal line.
For the other two subsets of utterances: A0 (utterances that
are incorrect and perceived as uncertain) and B 0 (utterances that
are correct and perceived as certain), the decision tree models
learned contained a single leaf corresponding to the majority
class. Likewise, the SVM models yielded accuracies no better than choosing the most common class. Therefore, our best
combined model uses the decision tree models for subsets A
and B and chooses the subset-specific majority class for subsets A0 and B0 . This results in an overall accuracy of 75.30%,
5 The accuracies for the support vector machine models were 7%
lower than the accuracies for the decision tree models.

significantly outperforming the baseline of choosing the overall
majority class (52.30%), as well as alternative baselines, e.g.,
assigning the self-reported level to be the same as the perceived
level (63.67%), or training a single decision tree on all 600 utterances (66.33%).
In our decision tree models we find that the percent silence and speaking rate features are consistently selected6 as
attributes to split on, in other words, they lead to the highest information gain. Lower values of percent silence correspond to
speakers feeling certain and higher values correspond to speakers feeling uncertain. This is not surprising; in our prior work
on classifying perceived level of certainty, percent silence was
strongly correlated with perceived level of certainty [8]. For
speaking rate, very slow and very fast speaking rates correspond
to speakers feeling certain. Values in the middle correspond to
a mix of speakers feeling certain and uncertain. This observation is surprising; in our prior work, speaking rate was not
strongly correlated with perceived level of certainty. This suggests that perhaps speaking rate is important in distinguishing
internal levels of certainty from perceived levels of certainty.
Lastly, our data shows a wide range of variation among individual speakers. Average transparency values for individuals
range from 0.27 to 0.80, with a median of 0.67. Similarly, average self-awareness values for individuals range from 0.43 to
0.87, with a median of 0.72. When we examine average transparency, per individual, for correct versus incorrect utterances,
we see that some speakers are more transparent when correct
than when incorrect. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The presence of outliers and clusters of individuals in Figure 6 suggests
that there may be different ‘speaking personalities’ related to
transparency (similar in spirit to the personality types described
in [11]). If such speaking personality clusters exist, identifying
them may enhance our ability to classify a speaker’s internal
level of certainty.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper we explain why the concepts of self-awareness
and transparency are important properties of speakers. When
a speaker’s internal state indicates that they are not self-aware
6 Speaking
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level of certainty.
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